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Armament Systems Unveils New Law Enforcement Products at SHOT Show 
 

Show introductions include new batons, restraint systems, tactical flashlights and accessories 
 
Las Vegas, NV, January 21, 2020— Armament Systems and Procedures (ASP), a leading manufacturer 
of law enforcement products, will debut more than a dozen new additions to its product lines at the SHOT 
Show in Las Vegas this week. ASP is expanding all its key categories—expandable batons, restraints and 
tactical flashlights—with new products, including:  
 

Talon Infinity Expandable Batons—advanced design, unprecedented performance 
  

ASP calls its new Infinity series “the most advanced tactical batons ever developed.” These pushbutton-closing 
impact weapons incorporate fewer moving parts for more precise, reliable operation. Exclusive materials and 
construction ensure faster, smoother deployment and retraction and eliminate the need for routine lubrication. 
Available in black chrome-plated steel, Airweight aluminum and steel, or electroless nickel-plated steel, with two 
different grip and activation options. The new Talon batons are backed by ASP’s unprecedented Infinity 
Warranty—guaranteeing repair or replacement if the product fails for any reason, at any time, forever. 
 
Transport Plus—modular, four-limb restraint system with emphasis on officer safety and efficiency 

  
The Transport Plus is the latest addition to ASP’s growing line of restraints designed for corrections, transport 
and courtroom use. Like the original Transport Kit, the “Plus” has at its hub the company’s unique Rigid Ultra 
Cuff wrist restraints, which provide a central connecting point for other system elements, and keep the subject 
secured while components are added, removed or adjusted, for officer safety. The Transport Plus includes the 
rigid cuffs, a set of ankle cuffs, an extra-long chain to secure around the waist and connect the upper and lower 
elements, high-security auto-locking blocks and keys, all in a custom-made, molded carrying case. 

  
Spectrum DF Tactical Flashlight—four-LED-color, feature-packed light at a compelling price point 

  
The Spectrum is the company’s first-ever multi beam-color tactical flashlight. In addition to its primary white 
light, it offers red, green and blue beams, as well as a low level and strobe, for a total of six total modes. The 
high white mode is always the default, while any of the others can be user-programmed as a secondary level, 
activated with a double-tap of the tail switch. The all-aluminum light is built to demanding law enforcement duty 
standards, can be upgraded from its included CR123A battery power to Dual Fuel rechargeable, and carries a 
value-driven suggested retail of $79. 

 
These new products—and many more—will be on display at the SHOT Show, booth 11971. 
Media/editorial representatives are invited to contact Michael Hess, Vice President of Marketing, to 
schedule an appointment. E-mail michael.hess@asp-usa.com. For more information on ASP products and 
training, visit www.asp-usa.com.  
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About ASP: “Protecting Those Who Protect” 
ASP is a leading manufacturer and supplier of Batons, Restraints, LED Lighting, OC and Training products 
to the law enforcement industry. The company has stood for innovative designs, flawless function and an 
unmatched standard of service since Kevin Parsons, PhD, founded the company in 1976. ASP holds more 
than 150 product patents and provides almost $2 million in free training each year to law enforcement 
professionals. ASP is ISO 9001:2015 Certified, ANSI FL1 compliant and is a founding member of the 
Portable Lights American Trade Organization (PLATO). All products are designed in the United States. 
 
 


